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SATURATION NUMBERS FOR LINEAR FORESTS
Guantao Chen, Jill R. Faudree, Ralph J. Faudree, Ronald J. Gould, Michael S. Jacobson,
and Colton Nlagnant

AesrRecr. For a fixed graph 1{, a graph G is H -saturated if

there is no copy of -EI in G, but for any
graphs of order n is denoted
collection
of
.Fl-saturated
edge e /. G, there is a copy of fI in G + e. The
by SAT(ri,-II), and the saturation number, sat(n,-I1), ls the minimum number of edges in a graph
in SAT(n , ff ). Using the results of K5,szonyi and Tuza lKT86] on the saturation numbers of paths,
results on the saturation numbers sat(n,,F) for some families i7 of linear forests w1ll be proved.
Upper and lower bounds on the saturation numbers for general linear forests will be determined,
and precise values of the saturation numbers for linear forests containing combinations of small
order paths, such as P2,P3 and Pa are determined. This extends the results in [KT86], in which
the saturation numbers sat'(n,tP2) for matchings were determined.

1. INITRODUCTION
Only finite graphs without loops or multiple edges will be considered. Notation will be standard,
and generally follow the notation of [CL05] For a $aph G, we represent the vertex set by I/(G)
and the edge set by E(G), but we lvill use just G when it is clear from the context.
For a fixed graph 11, a graph G is H-satura,ted if there is no copy of 11 in G, but for any edge
e e G, there is a copy of -EI in G + e. The collection of I/-saturated graphs of order n is denoted
by SAT(n,f1), and the saturation number, denoted sat(n,I1), is the minimum number of edges
in a graph in SAT(n,11). The maximum number of edges in a graph in SAT(n,11) is the well
known Turd,n extremal number (see [Tal]), and is usually denoted by er(n,H). The graphs in
SAT(n,11) with a minimum number of edges will be denoted by SAT(n,11), and those with a
maximum number of edges wiil be denoted by SAT(n,11). Thus, all graphs in SAT(n,11) have
sat(n,11) edges and graphs in SAT1n, fI) have er(n, H) edges.
The notion for the saturation number of a graph was introduced by Erd6s, Hajnal, and Moon
in [EHM64] in .,vhich the authors provecl sat(n, K) : (t;') + (n -t+2)(t - 2) and SAT(n, Kr) :
{Kr,r*R,-r+z}. Since then, sat(n,G) and SAT(n,G) have been investigated for a range of
graphs G. Some examples include trees, cycles, bipartite graphs, matchings, friendship graphs,
and books. However, the exact value of sat(n, G) and a complete characterization of SAT(n, G)
are known for very few graphs G. For a summary of known results see IFFS] and for results on
treessee [FFGJO9]. Ascomparedtothestudyof theextremalnumbers er(n,G) andthegraphsin
SAT(n, G) in which there is a well developed theory, there is no such development for sat(n, G) and
the graphs in SAT(n,G), and many of the hereditary and monotone properties are not present for
minimal saturation numbers. An example of what is known about er('n, F) for a linear forest F can
be found in results y Bushaw and Kettle [8K11]. Thus, a reasonable objective is to take a simple
class of graphs and to examine the properties of,sat(n,F) and the graphs in SAT(n,F), when F
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is a linear forest. Nlore specifically, determine some general upper and lower bounds for sat(n, F)
and also to determine sat(n, F) r,vhen F has a components various combinations of disjoint unions
of paths Pz, Ps, Pa. Known results related to these saturation numbers will be presented in Section
2, and in particular the results of KS,szonyi and Tuza [KT86] on the saturation numbers of paths
and matchings will be presented.

2. KNOWN RESULTS
In [KT86] K6szonyi and Tuza proved several generai results concerning saturated graphs includiqg the best known general upper botind. The results particularly relevant here are those concerning
paths and matchings which are slrmmarized below, where Pa denotes the path on k vertices, and
kP2 is a matching with k edges.
TupoRpr,l 1. [KT86] Saturation Numbers for Paths
(a) For n ) 3 sat(n, ft): lnl2)
n euen
(b) For n) ,sat(n, P+): hl',
,^
^,
(n 3)/z
n odd
[ +
(c) For n ) 5, sat(n. Ps) : tfl

if k:2f

/t,rr
Let ,r*: ls.z't-2
[u/
1 4.2t-L _2 il k:2t
If n > ap and k > 6, then sat(n, P*) :

I

I I J.
" - tfr]].

TupoRotur 2. [KT86] Saturati,on Numbers for Matchi,ngs
(a) For n ) max{2k,3k - 3}, sat(n, kP2):3k - 3.
(b) For 72 ) max{2k,3k - 3}, SAT(n,kP2) : (k - 1)1(e u Rn4k+3 or
SAT(n, kP2): K1, or K3U K1.

k : 2, TL : 4 and

The set SAT(n. P7,) contains many nonisomorphic graphs. However, all minimally P6-saturated
trees do have a common structure which will be useful later. Thus, we mahe the following definitions.
A perfect d-ary tree is a tree such that every vertex has degree d or degree 1, and ail degree 1
vertices are the same distance from the center. Thus, for a given d, all perfect d-ary trees differ only
by their diameter. Hence, we let 76,6 denote the perfect d-ary tree whose longest path contains k
vertices (i.e T;,,a has diameter k - 1). (See Figure 1.)
In some instances it will be useful to view Tp,4 as a rooted (or doubly rooted) tree. Specifically,
if k is odd, Iet the root r be the unique vertex in the center of Tp.a. Viewed in this way, the tree
nas [9'] levels, the root has d children, all vertices in the middle levels have d - 1 children, and all
vertices of degree 1 are in the bottom 1eve1. If k is even, the center consists of two adjacent vertices
which we call 11 and 12 ald consider to be the roots of the tree. In this case, alI vertices have d- 1
children except for those of degree 1, all of which are in the bottom of the kf 2levels.
Observe lhatTl,q,a is P6-saturated for ail d > 3. In addition, any graph obtained fromTp-1,a
by adding more pendant vertices to those already adjacent to vertices of degree 1 maintains the
P1,-saturated property. In the theorem beiow, observe that a6 : lV(Tr-r3)1.

THpoRptrt 3. [KT86] The Set of Mi,ni,nrally Path-Saturated Graphs
Let P1, be a path on k ) 3 uertices and let T*-t,z be the tree defi'ned aboue.

A
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Tr,s

Ta,s

FtcuRp 7.

Let

a":

{i

3:_i _Z

,$f,

Ts.z and 76.3

:ZT,

Then, for n) ap, SAT(n, Pp) consi.sts of a forest
i,s a Pp-saturated tree, then Tp-1p C T.

*,
with lnlap) components. Furthermore, tf T

3. GENERAL BOUNDS
Some generai bounds on the saturation numbers for linear forests will be stated and proved.
First, some additional notation must be developed.
For k ) 3,let T Z (n, k) be the graph obtained from lnf ap] vertex disjoint copies of a ?6-1,3 and
by replacing a pendent vertex with r new vertices adjacent to the same vertex in one of the Tn-t,s,
where r -n-aplnlae). The graph TZ(n,k) is one of the graphs in SAT(n,Pa) that was verified
in [KT86]. For k : 2, ak : t and TZ(n,k) :Rn,for k : 3, ak :2 and TZ(n,k) : lnl2)K2, and
for k : 4, ak : 2 and TZ(n,k) : lnl2)1(z when n is even, and TZ(n,k) : KsU L(" - 3)12]K,
when n is odd.
For the next results, 1f6 will denote a graph that also has the structure of the Net I{. It is
obtained from a Kz by attaching independent trees 76-1,3 to each of the three vertices of the K3,
with the attachment being at one of the pendant vertices of the tree (see Figure 4 for k : 4).
For k ) 3 let ,n/(k) be the graph of order 2,k obtained from a complete graph Kx by adding ,k

independentedgesattachedtothekverticesofli6.Givenintegersrls)4andr*s)10,itis
that ,n/(r -F s - 5) e pt(n, P, U P"), so this is a graph that is useful in proving bounds
on the saturation number of iinear forests. This is the motivation for introducing the following
notation. Let
easiiy verified

M(k,l):l/(,k+l-5) if k>6,1> 4and k+l>70,
M(k,l) : N(k + I - 4) lf k > 5 and I : 3, and
M(k,l) : Kk+tif k > 2 and I : 2.
In addition, let

M(5,5): AG, M(5,4): AIa, Iut( ,4): Na, M(3,3): Ah, and M(4,3) is the graph with 7 vertices
and 8 edges formed from two adjacent vertices with degrees 4 and 5 with 2 common adjacencies
(see Figure 2).
It is not difficult to show that if t > 2 and F'- Pk,.UPprU... ,l)P*, is a linear forest with
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M(kr,k) u M(k2,kr)

U

--

.u M(k-r, k,) U TZ(n' ,h) e SAT (n, F),

n' :,, lM(ki,k)1.
With this observation we can state the following general bound.

where

fLl

THpoRpu 4. General Saturation Number Bound
t ) 2, let F - Pk, U Pp, U . . . ,l)Px, be a l'inear forest wi,th fu ) kz ) . . .
p:Di:llM(ko,k)1, and, q:Di:llE(M(kt,k))1. Then, for n sffici,entty tarse,
For

n

2 kt.

Let k

:

kt,

L d sat(n, F) < q* n - p LU).
- ap-ak
=

A direct corollary of Theorem 4 is the following:
CoRol,tRRv L. General Saturati,on Number Bound

IfF:PprUPprU...,lPa,i,sal'inearforestuithh)k2>....)kt,fort>2,andk--k1,th,en,

for n suffici,ently large there is a constant c: c(k1,k2,- .- ,kr) i,ndependent of n such that
sat(n,

F):n-lLl+".
- Ap-

This implies that if. k :2, then sat(n, tr') is bounded and not a function of n, and lf. k :3, then
sat(n, F) : nl2t c for some constant c. In fact the same is true lf. k :4, since any edge added to a
disjoin union of edges produces a Pa. More generally, this implies that limn--sat(n, F) : (1 *)"
for a forest with the smallest path being a P7,.

3.1. Proof of Theorern 4.
PRoor'. Considerthegraph G: M(kt,k)UM(k2,kt)U'..UM(kF1,kr)UTZ(n-p,k). The
graph G contains the linear forest Pn,. U Px, U . . . l) Pk,_r, but not the forest F, since no path
Pto(l < i, < t) ts inTZ(n-p,k), and there is no P7. in M(fu,k)U M(k2,kr)U-.-U M(kFl) disjoint
from a copy of the forest PprU Pp, U. . .U Pkr_r. However, if an edge is added to TZ(n - p,k),lhen
thereisacopyof PainTZ(n-p,k).If anedgeisaddedbetween MpuandTZ(n-p,k),thenthere
is a copy of PTrrlJPp using vertices of. M(k6,k) and vertices in one component of TZ(n-p,k). If an
edges is added between M(ko, k) and M(ki, k) for i, + j, then there will be a copy of. PpnU fi,, O Pp
tn M (ka, k) U M (k j, k). It has already been observed that the addition of and edge in M (kn, k) will
result in a Pu U P7,. Thus, G is F-saturated, which implies the upper bound.
Let H e SAT(n, F), and consider any component Ht of fI that is a tree. If k : 2, then
:
ak
1, and so there is nothing to prove. If. k :3, then there can be at most one isolatbd vertex
in lf , and tf. k :4, then there can be no isolated vertices and in both cases dk : 2. Thus, clearly
sat(n, F) > nl2. If k > 5, then any edge added to H' must produce a path P* for m ) k.
Therefore, lH'l > a6. Hence, if q is the number of vertices in the components of fI that are not
trees then the number of edges in ll is at least A + (n - q) - lT) > n fi. This completes the
proof of Theorem 4.
tr
General bounds can also be given for linear forests in which each component is a path P7,. We
begin with a definition and then a lemma for the forest F :2Pn,

Loutlta 7. For euery integer k
2P*-saturated,.

)

3, Afk i,s 2P1, saturated, and also NpUTZ(n

-

3ap,k) is

SATURATED

FORESTS

5

Pnoor'. The graph AIa has a cycle C with 3 vertices and three attached trees each isomorphic
to Tp-1,s. The tree T*qi has the property that any vertex of degree 1 is the endvertex of a path
with k - 1 vertices, and the addition of any edge in the 76-1,3 will result in a path with k vertices.
AIso, the addition of an edge between 2 copies of a Tp-y,s will result in a path with k vertices that
avoids one of the vertices in the trees that is on the cycle C. Thus, the addition of any edge in N1
will result in 2 paths with k vertices. One will use a vertex of C and vertices of one of the Tx-t,3,
and the other path will use only vertices of the other two copies of Tp-13 along with 2 vertices of
the C. It is clear that if l[, is 2P,r,-saturated, then .A[6 U T Z (n - 3a*, k) rs 2P1"-saturated. tr
An immediate corollary of Lemma 1 is the following:

CoRor,laRv 2. For euery integer k ) 3 and
(, - 1)N/. OTZ(n - (t - 7)3ap,k) i,s tP1,-saturated.

t ) 2, (, -

1)N/, i,s tP1, saturated, and also

This leads to the following bounds for sat(n,tP6).
TnpoRsi\4 5. Saturati,on Numbers for tPp
For n,sfficiently large t ) 2 and k > 5,

(
'ap"
" - lL)

sat(n,

1Px)

<

-a6
" - lL)+

3(,

-

1).

2 we know that (, - 1)Afu is tP7,-saturated, and also that R: (t - 1)lfr U
istP7,-saturated. Themrmberof edges inRis (t-t)3ap+(n- (t-l)3apl("- (t-t)3ap)lax):n- l"l"r) +3(r- 1). This verifies the upper bound for sat(n,tP1"). The
Iower bound is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.
!

Pnoor'. By Corollary

TZ(n-(t-1)3ap,k)

Cou.tpctuxa 7. Saturat'ion Numbers for tPp
(a) For n suffici,ently large and k ) 5, sat(n,tPk)
(b) For n sufficiently larse (, - 1)Afk l)f Z(n - (t

: - L*)+ 3(, - 1).
"
- l)3ap, k) e SAT(n,tPp).

Conjecture 1wi1l be shown to be true when f :2 and.for k:3,4by Theorems 7 and 14, and
Theorem 5 implies that, within an error of 3(t - 1), Conjecture 1 is true in general.
The graph AIr can also be used to for the saturation number for forests containing paths of
different lengths.

Tnponpttl 6. Saturation Numbers for PpU P16,x-21121
For n sffici.ently large, k 2 4, and, k < t < Xgf - q14,

(

sat(n, P*u Pt) 1. n

- -1a]
aka1" - -LL)
Also, the graph NkUTZ(n - 3an, k) e SAT(n, PpU P).
Pnoor'. Consider the graph G : N1*UTZ(n-3ap,k). The graph -A/a contains a P21,-2containing
two vertices of the triangle in lL, since each of the trees 7a-1,3 in lfi" contains a Pxt. There does
+

S

not exist a fl, U Pp in G, since any copy of Pe will contain at least 2 vertices of the triangle in Nr.
The addition of any edge in TZ(n - 3an,k) will give a P7, disjoint from l/6. Also, each edge added
to a 71,-1,s € N7, produces a Pp disjoint from a P2p-2 n1l/r. An edge added between two different
copies of Tp-1,s with one in l/* and one inTZ(n -}ax,k) will produce a P6 disjoint from a P21,-2
in l/r. Also, an edge added between two different copies of.Tr"-r,t in Ni, will produce either a P*in
the two copies of Tp-1,s, and a disjoint P6 using vertices in the other copy of Ta-1,s along with some
vertices in one of the initial Tr,-r,s, or a Pl in the two copies of 7l;-1,s disjoint from a P6 in the third
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Tn-t,z along with two vertices of the triangle. Thus, G e SAT(n,Ppt) P1). The lower bound is a
direct conseqrrence of Theorem 4.
tr

Col+.lpcrur"a 2. Saturatzon Numbers for Pal Pn+t
For n sufficiently large, k ) 4, and k < t < [(3k - 1)12),
(a) sat(n, P*U Pt) : n - L#l + 3, and
(b) Nnu T Z(n - 3an, k) e SAT(n, Peu P1).

4. NEW EXACT RESULTS
The following saturation results will be proved. For the next theorem, N wiil denote the Net,
which is the graph obtained from a Kz by adding a pendant edge to each of the three vertices of
the K3.

THBoRnu 7. Saturation Numbers for Di,sjoint P3's

Forn>6k and7lk<3, sat(n,kF3): L*+-9]
Forn> 6k and7l k < 3, (k - 1),^/Ut-+-q-l& € SAT(n,Pz).

(a)
(b)

CoN"lpcrunp 3. Saturation Numbers for Disjoint P3's
(a) For n sffici,ently large sat(n, k13) : L,-+i]
(b) For n sufficiently larse (k - 1),^/ U t-+-el & € SAT(n,

Pz).

If Conjecture 3 is valid, the graph (k - 1)A UL-+tq)& is certainly not unique. There will
be many graphs with this minimal property. Consider any tree T*on rn vertices with A(ft) < 3.
Form a new graph l/(%) by replacing each of the vertices of T* with a triangle, the edges of T*
will become edges between the corresponding triangles in N(7:-). Also, each of the vertices of these
triangies will have degree 3, since independent edges will be added to each of vertices of degree
2. Then I/(7) will have m vertex disjoint triangles. order 4m | 2, and size 5m * 1. For example,
l/(7, ) : l/, and see Figure 2 for other examples. It is easy to verifi, that each of the graphs 1/(71",)
are (rn * 1)P3-saturated, and can be components of an sP3-saturated graph of order n for s > m.

Foranylinearforestf,:Ui:rPpnUtP2rvith,kl)3for1<?<sandt>l,thesaturation
lI) is independent of n for n sulficiently large, and thus is a constant. For example,

number sat(n,

Ul:rK*,

U

('

-

1)1(3 U Rn_m_zt_2

e SAT(7}, F),

and
S

sat(n,F) <

z, r

f;:1 (:')l_3t_
\''z

2.

The next results are examples of small order cases that give exact results and also provide
examples to show that the addition of matchings into the iinear forest results in a saturation
number independent of the order n of the graph for sufficiently large n.
TupoRptr,t 8. Saturati,on l'lumbers for P3's and a P2

(a) For n > 3k I 3 and k
(b) For n > 3k + 3, {K4}

:
:

1,2, sat(n,kPzl Pz) :3k + 3.
SAT(n, hr P2) and {G2, Gs} : SAT(2,

2hU

P2).

SATURATED FORESTS

M(4,3)

lr(4)

v

rr("r)
H
T3

T6

Figure 2: Tlees 7s and 76, and graphs

CoN;rctunn 4. Saturat'ion Numbers for

If(G)

and ,nf(76)

P3's and, a P2

(a) For n sfficiently large and k ) 3, sat(n,kP3U Pz) : 6k - 3.
(b) For n suffici,ently large and, k ) 3, ((Gz or Gs)U(k - 2)Knl)Rn-ak+B € SAT(n,

k&U

P2).

Tuponru 9. Saturation Numbers for Ps's and2P2

(a) Forn ) 10 sat(n, hU2P2):75 and, sat(n,zPzU2P2) :12.
(b) For n) L0, KaUR^-a € SAT(n, P1U1P2), and K+UI/UK,--ro € SAT(n, 2hU2P2).

It should be noted that the graph K4U N is not a unique graph in SAT(n,2PsU2P2). The
graph Ga in Figure 4 also is in SAT(n,2P3U2P2).
Cou;ucruan 5. Saturat'ion Numbers for P3's and2P2
(a) For n sfficiently large and, k ) 2, sat(n,kPsU2P2) :61a.
(b) Forn sffici,ently large, (k-7)K+UNUR.-a*-z € SAT(n,kP3U2P2).
TnpoRptr 10. Saturati,on Numbers for P3's and,3P2
(a) For n sufficiently large and k ) 0, sat(n ,kPsU 3P2) : 3k + 6.
(b) For n suffici,ently large, (k + 2)&URn-s(t +zy € SAT(n ,kPsU 3P2).
Cox.lBcrusa 6. Saturati,on Numbers for Ps's and, P2's
(a) For n sufficiently large and t ) 3, sat(n, kPBUtPz) :3k + 3t

-

3.
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(b) For n sffici,en\ly large, (k

+t -

1)KyURn-s(p+t-r; € SAT(n.kfuUtp2).

TnroRrlr 71. Saturati,on

Numbers for a Ps and, P2's
(a) For n > 2k * 1 and k : 1,2, sat(n, hU P2) : 6 andsat(n, P3U 2P2) : 15.
(b) For n sufficiently large, and 3 I k < 72, sat(n, hU kP2) :3k.
(c) For n > 2k*l and k :1,2, K4URn-a e SAT(n, P3l) P2) and K6UR,-6 € SAT(ri, &U2P2).
(d) Forn suffici,ently large and3l k <72, kKsUR*-sr € SAT(n,PBUkP2).

CoN.tpctur-p 7. Saturation'Numbers for a Ps and, P2's
(a) For n sffici,ently large and k ) 3, sat(n, &U kP2) :3k.
(b) For n sufficiently large and, k ) 3, VK3UR.-sr, e SAT(n, PsU kP2).

Gz

Gs

N(4)

Figure 3: Graphs Gz,Gz and.n[(a)

TnnoRnu 12. Saturation Numbers for PaU Ps
(a) Forn) L2, sat(n, PaUft): (n*6+d)12, Where a:l i,f n i,s od,d and0 otherw,ise.
(b) For n ) 72,3Kr,s u ((n - tZ)lZ)K, e SAT(n, p4u &) for n euen,
and, Ksu2Ktp u ((" - 11)12)K2 e SAT(n, p4U &) for n odd.
CoN"lpcrunn 8. Saturation Numbers for PaU kPg
(a) Forn) 12, sat(rz, P4uk&): (n-l4k+2*a)12, where a:1i,Jn is od,d, and,0 otherwi,se.
(b) For n ) 4k+8, (k +2)K13u ((" - 4k - 8)12)K2e SAT(n, P4U &) for n euen,
and KsU (k+ L)K*u ((n - 4k - 7)12)K2e SAT(n, P4u Ps) for n odd.
Tnponpu 73. Saturation Numbers for P"U P2
(a) Forn) s*2 ands:4,5, sat(n, P"OP2): (1').
(b) For n ) s i-2, K"q1U K,-t"*rl € SAT(n, P"U P2).

Cou.lpcrugs 9. Saturat'ion Numbers for PrU P2
(a) Forn) s*2 ands)2, sat(n, P"UP2): ('rt).
(b) For n ) s i_2, (K"aUE,,-("+r) e SAT(n, P"U P2)
For the next theorem, recall that AIa is the graph obtained from a Kz byattaching independent
stars K1,3 to each of the three vertices of the K3, with the attachment being at one of the pendant
vertices of the star (see Figure 4). Thus, lrra is a graph with 12 vertices and 12 edges. Let ,nff be the
graph obtained from Na by adding another single pendant edge to one of the centers of the stars in
the construction of Na; thus, At har 13 vertices and edges.

SATURATED FORESTS

Tuponrlut 74. Saturati,on Numbers for Di,sjoi,nt Pa's
(a) For n ) 72 and, euen and k : 7,2, sat(n, kP4) : n*t2!-12 .
(b) Far n ) 73 and odd sat(rz, Pa) : ff and sat(n, 2Pn) : #.

andk:7,2, (/r- l)NoUe+!2)& e SAt(n,kPa).
(d,) Forn) 73 and, od,d, KrU(#)p, € SAT(rz, Pa), and (lriU(=E)Pz e S,tr(n,2Pa).
(c) Forn272 and

euen

Com;pcrunp 10. Saturati,on Numbers for Di,sioi,nt Pa's
(q) For n euen and, sffici,ently large and k ) 2, sat(n,kP;) :
(b) For n od,d, and, sfficiently large and, k ) 2, sat(n,kP;) : n*123-17 .
(c) For n euen and suffici,ently large (k - 1)I/n U-ryp € SAT(n, &Pa).
(d,) For n sufficiently larse Lii U (k - 2)NnU-ffflp, e SAT(n, kPa).
The following result is similar to Theorem 14, and the proof is a tedious case analysis. However,
the proof completely parallels that of Theorem 14, and so the proof will be left to the reader.

TnBoRpu L5. Saturation Numbers .for PbU P4
(a) For n ) L2 and, euen sat(n, P;U P4) : ry.
b) Forn ) 13 and odd sat(n, Ps) P4): ry.
(c) For n ) 12 and euen Af^ U(5p)& e SAf (n, P5u
(c) For n > 13 and (N[U(*)p, € SAT(rz, Psu P4).

Pa).

Cot't;pctuRE 11. Saturation Numbers for P5U kP4
(a) Forn euen and, sufficiently large and k ) 1, sat(n, PbU kPA): erff.
(b) For n od,d and sfficiently large und, k ) 2, sat(n, PsU kP4) : 'rry!1.
(c) For n euen and, sufficientlE large kAf4 U -P a SAT(n, PsU kP4).
(d,) For n sffici,ently large,^'I; U (k - 1)4,r, U-#ap, € SAT(n, PsU kP4).

Ba

Figure 4: Graphs Gu Ba and

AI+

5. Lemrnas
There are several observations that will be needed in the proofs of many of the results, and thus
the following lemma will be proved.

w

Lriuua 2. Letkbkz,...,krZ2 bet integers andG a(PxrlJPprU...Ppr)-saturated,
uerter inG andu,u be the nei,ghbors of w. Tlten, uu e E(G).

be a degree2

graph. Let
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Pnoor'. Assume thatuu/E(G) Then, G+uu containsacopy of Pp,UPa,l-) ...Pu,. Ciearly,
one of these paths contains uu. Replacing uu with zzr or ulrr) shows that there is a copy of P6, U
PxrU . . . Pp, in G, contradicting the saturation of G.
tr

Lpltlta 3. If m) 2 and, k > 3 are'integers,

then no mP1"-saturated graph is a tree.

Pnoor'. Suppose the contrary: there 'is a tree T wltich 'is mP1,-saturated. Pick a vertex r e T
and treat 7 as a rooted tree with root r. For each vertex u, let T, denote the subtree of G that
consists of u and all its descendants. Clearly, T, : T.
Since 7 is rnP6-saturated, 7 contains a copy of. 'm

- 1 disjoint paths P1". Let u be the root of a
with the lowest rank (the most distant from the root r). Since 7 does not contain mPp,T -7,
does not contain a (m - l)Pp.
SelectavertexweV(T") suchthatuw(E(T). ThenT+uw containsacopyof mPp. Bythe
minimality of the rank of u,T - [ contains (m-7)Pp, a contradiction, which completes the proof
of Lemma 3.
tr
Lnttl,ta 4. Letm) I be anznteger andletky, k2,..., k*) 2 bem integers. Thenforn
suffici,ently large, no nontriuio,l, cornponent of a mini.mu,m Pprl Ppr).. .l P**l) P2-saturated graph
Pa

of order

n can be a tree.

contrary: there'is a treeT whi,ch is a component of a (P*,UPp,U. . .Ufl"*l)
P2)-saturatedgraph. Lets:]ra-I-kz+...+k*+7. Thenthegraph K"+Kn-,is(P6,UP7",U...U
Pn*l P2)-saturated, so any minimum saturated graph will have many isolated vertices, since the
saturation number is not a function of n. Assume that 7 is a tree and a component of a minimum

Pnoor'.

Suppose the

(PtrUP*rU---tlP**UP2)-saturatedgraphF. Letulbeanendvertexof alongestpathinT,and
let u be the vertex in 7 adjacent to o. By Lemma 2, u cannot be a vertex of degree 2. Thus, let
{ur,rr,--- ,up} withp ) 2be the vertices ofZ ofdegree 1 adjacent to u. Select an isolated vertex
w e F, and add the edge u'--. Then uu is in a copy of the graph Pp,l)PprU...U P**UP2in F -luw.
Clearly one of the edges uui ca,tl replace the edge uw to obtain a copy of PprU PprU. ..u P1**l P2
in -F, a contradiction.
tr
The next two lemmas deal with graphs of small order that have some of the properties of
saturated graphs for linear forests. Recall that the graph ,n/(a) has the same structure as the net Iy'
except instead of being a triangle with 3 independent edges attached, it rs a" Ka with 4 independent
edges attached (see Figure 3). More generally, there is a,n/(,k) the consists of a complete graph
K6 along with k independent edges attached. The proofs of each involve a straightforward case
anaiysis, but we wili outline the steps.

Lpr,tuta 5. If H is a connected graph of order B org withlE(H)l : l11l orlHlll and contains
no uerter of degree2 tltat is not on a triangle, and no pai,r of uertices of degree 7 wi,th a common
adjacency, then erther
(o) H conta'ins 2P3U P2 or
(b) H:G2,G3orHcl{(4).

Pnoor'. First consider the case when lHl : 9 and lE(H)l : 9. Thus, II will have precisely
one cycle, say C, and the graph H - E(C) will be a forest. Since 11 contains no vertex of degree 2
that is not on a triangle, and no pair of vertices of degree 1 adjacent to the same vertex, H - E(C)
will contain a set of lCl independent edges, each with precisely one vertex in C. However, this is
impossible since 9 is not an even integer. If l11l : 8 and lE(H)l : 8, the same argument applies as
in the lHl:9, except when lCl : 4. In this case there will be 4 independent edges each containing
a vertex of C. This implies H c N(4).

SATURATED

FORESTS

11

Now consider the case r,vhen lIll : B and lE(H)l : 9. It is straightforward to verify that if 11
has cycles of length 5, or 6, or paths with 7 or 8 vertices, then 11 contains 2&l P2. Therefore) we
can assume that this does not occur. If 11 contains a cycle C of order 4 with a chord, then there

isasetof4independentedgesbetweenH-CandC.ThisimpliesthatHcN(4).

Itisalso

straightforward to show that if f/ contains 2 edge disjoint cycles one of which has length 4, then G
contains 2PslJ Pz. We are left with the case when.El contains 2 edge disjoint triangles Ty andT2.
Assume.If does not contain 2PsU P2. If 71 and T2 arc vertex disjoint, then it is a straightforward
case analysis to that that the oni1, possibiiity is that lI : G2, and if fi and 7z share a vertex, then
the only possibility is G3. The argument for the case when lIll :9, lE(H)l : 10 is identical to
the case when l11l : 8 and lE(H)l : 9, except there will always be a 2P3 U Pz. This completes the
tr
proof of Lemma 5.

Lrrrriua 6. If H is aconnectedgraphwithB < l11l {77 andlE(H)l : lf1l, orB{ lIll < 9
with lE(H)l : lHl -17 that conta'ins no uerter of degree 2 that 'is not on a triangle, then ei,ther H
conta'insa2Paorthelargestcyclei,nH zsaqif @(H)l :1111 andaCsLf lE(H)l:1111 +1.
Pnoop'. Consider first the case when lE(H)l : 1111, and so l1 has a unique cycle C with no
chords. Thus, H - E(C) is a forest. Since, each vertex of degree 2 must be on a triangle, there is a

matchingbetweenH-CandC.Thisimplieslcl <)Hll2.Thus,for4(lcl<lHll2,therewili
be a matching of independent edges between C ar,d H C that contains all of the vertices of C.
Then, clearly 11 contains a2Pa. Hence, we can assume that lCl :3.
Assume that lE(ff)l : IHI * 1, and let C be the iongest c1.cIe in H. If lcl > 7, then clearly
there is a2Pa in lI. If C has no chords and lCl :6, then it is straightforward to show that there
will always be a vertex of degree 2 in C not on a triangle. Assume there is a chord in C. If l11l : 8,
then it is impossible to add 2 vertices and edges without leaving a vertex of degree 2 in C. If
a case analysis reveals that there wiil be 2 independent edges between H -C and C that
areincidentwithconsecutiveverticesof C,giving a2Pa. Thiscompletestheproof of Lemma6. f

lHl:9,

Lpr,nta 7. If H is aconnectedgraphconta'ining atrianglewithB < lHl 171
H is not 2Pa-saturated.

andlE(H)l:lHl,

then

Pnoop. By Lemma 6, the graph II has one cycle C, which is a triangle. The graph H - E(C)
is a forest with three trees fi.72 a,nd 73, each of which can be considered as rooted at a vertex of
C. Each of the trees will have no vertices of degree 2 by Lemma 2. Also, if any one of the trees
has a path r,vith 4 vertices avoiding the root, then the other 2 trees must be singie vertices, for
otherwise fI would contain 2P4. A straightforrnard case analysis of the small number of possible
tr
trees satisfying these conditions reveals that no such graphs are 2Pa-saturated.

6. PROOFS
6.1. Proof of Theorern

7.

Pnoop. It is readily seen that graph (k - t),n/u l-gis )Pz is kPs-saturated and it has [aSi.]
edges. Let G be a,kP3-saturated graph with order n. We will show that lE(G)l > L'lg&-9.1 For
k:7, the result is obvious, since each vertex of G with the possible exception of one vertex must
have degree at least 7. If k:2 and G has a component isomorphic to the net ly', then G-Iy' must
be Pa saturated, and so must have at least l(n-A)lZ) edges. Thus, G has at least l(n+A)lZ)
edges. Likewise, if G has a component isomorphic to the net ly', then G - ly' must be 2P3 saturated,
and so must have at least l(n+ A)lZ) edges if G -,^/ also contains a cornponent isomorphic to a
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net I'r. Thus, G has at least
isomorphic to .|y'.

l(n+12)lZ]

edges. Hence, we can assume

that no component of G is

Craru 1.. Let u e V(G) such, that d(w) : 2 and u and u be th,e two netghbors of w. Then
d(u)+d(u) > 6. Moreouer, if d(u):3, thenu,u e N(u) andur € E(G) where r zs the other
nei,ghbor of u . Similar result h.olds for u. Additi,onally, there does not erist a degree 2 uerter w' such
that N(w'): {u. u}.
Pnoop. By Lemma 2, we know uu e E(G). Assume, without loss of generality, d(u) >* d(z). If

the triangle induced by {r, a, tu} is a component of G, 1et r be a vertex different from u, u, tr,. Then,
G+wr contains acopy of kP3. Replacing the P3 containing wrby Llulr)we get acopy of kP3 in
G, a contradiction. So we may assume that ur e E(G) for some vertex r I u,Tr,. Consequently,
d(u) > 3.
If d(u) : 3, then ur € E(G). Otherwise, G + ur contains a copy of kPs. Replacing the P:
containing urby a,az, results in a copy kP3in G, a contradiction. So, the inequality d(u)+d(u) > 6
holds.

Ifthereexistsavertexw' lusuchthatl/(r'):l/(a;),thenG*ww'containsacopyofkfu.

Assume, without loss of generality, ww'u is a Ps in the copy. Replacing ww'u by u)'u'ur', r,ve get a
n
kP3 in G, a contradiction.

Cleru 2.

There are no two degree 1 uertices shari,ng a comrnon uerter.

PRoor'. Suppose the contrary: there exist two nonadjacent vertices u and u such that d(u) :
d(u) : 1. Let w be the vertex adjacent to both u and u. Then, G + uu contains kPa, but by
tr
replacing the path zutu with the path zuu results in kPs in G, a contradiction.

ClaIu 3.

There eri,st3k ueri'ices whose sum of degrees i,s> 7k'17.

Pnoop. The claim is clearly true if minimum degree d(G) > 3. Let u,u be two nonadjacent
uertices such that d(") > 3 and d(r) > 3, and d(u) + d(u) is a maximum. Clearly, two such vertices
exists. Observe that if d(u) : d(u) :3, then choose u and u such that each of their neighbors have
degree at least 2. Assume that is not true and u is adjacent to a vertex o' of degree 1. Let u1 atd u2
be the other two neighbors of u. The edge uyu2 € G, since any P3 containing the edge u1u2 could be
replaced by the P3: u'uur. Each of u1 and u2 must have degree 3. Assume that d(u2): 2. Then
the P3 obtained by adding the edge ulut cart be replaced by u'uuy. If u1 and u2 have a common
adjacency other than u) salr z,*, then all of the neighborhoods of tr1 have degree at least 2. Assume
u1 and u2 have distinct adjacencies, say ui and u{, respectively, then all of the neighbors of u1 or u2
have degree at least 2, or this subgraph is isomorphic to the net ly', a contradiction.
Letuauatu,;(1 <r<,k) bekvertexdisjointP3rnG+uu.Assumethatu:urD,IldL):'t)t.
Clearly, d(u)+d(u)+d(rr)> B. Considerthecases i>7. Sinceif either d(uu)>7ord(w1)>7,
d(u) + d(u) + d(un) > 7 if none of the vertices are of degree 2. If d(u;): 2, then d(ua) + d(w) > 6,
which implies d(u6) + d(u) + d(rn) > 7. Thus, we can assume that d(u;) > 3. By Claim 2 we can
assume that d(u1) :2. By Claim 1, we have either d(rn) > 4 or d(u1) : 3 and d(rn) > 2. Thus,
d(u1)

+ d(u1) + d(w) >

7.

tr

As a result of Claim 3 and the fact that there are no two isolated vertices, we have the following.

2lE(G)l > 7k+ 1 + n - 3k - e(n,k) > n * 4k,
where e(n,k):0if n-k is even ande(n,k) : t 1f n-,k is odd. Therefore, since [(n +4k)12)>
n
(n + 6k - 6)12 for k : 1,2,3, this completes the proof of Theorem 7.

SATURATED FORESTS

6.2. Proof of Theorem 8.
Pnoor'. Consider the case k

: 7. Clearly,

Kal-)Kn-a € SAT(n,

hU

P2). Assume G €
G has only one nontrivial

SAT(N, hU P2). Since adding an isolated edge to G resuits in a P3l) P2,
component, say -Ff, which must contain a P3, and have at least 4 vertices. If lIll : 4, then clearly
H : K+. Thus, we can assume that lIll ) 5. Thus, by Lemma 4, -tf must contain a cycle C. The
cycle will have a most 4 vertices, for otherwise Ps U P2 e H.If l0l :4, then there is an edge of .EI
incident to a single vertex of C giving a Pa U P2. If lCl : 3, then any 2 edges in l1 not in the cycle
results in a P3 U Pz. Thus, H : Kn.
Consider the case k : 2. It is straightforward to check that GzU Kn-a e SAT(n, zPzU P2),
and the same is true of G3. Let G € SAT(n,2Ps0 Pz); thus, lE'(G)l < 9. The graph G must
contain 2P3. As a result, G cannot have 3 nontrivial components. First consider the case when G
has 2 nontrivial components .E[ and Hz. Thus, each of l[ and 1/2 contain a P3. Thus for i :7,2,
H6UmK1€ SAT(n, P;.uP2) for any m) 2. Thus, lE(Uu)l ) 6, which implies lE(G)l) L2, a
contradiction. Thus, we can assume that G has just one nontrivial component ,E/.
Clearly lHl > 7, and -EI would have to be complete if llll : 7. In this case lE(H)l : 21 > 9.
Hence, we can assume that [I1l > B. By Lemma 4, 11 cannot be a tree, so 11 has at least llll > B
edges. If llll > 10, then lE(H)l > 10, so r/e can assume that lHl :8 or 9. By Lemma 5,
fl : Gz,G3 or H c N(4). In the case of l/(4), the addition of any chord in the cycle Ca of H,
which is contained in a copy of ,nf( ) does not result in a 2P3 U Pz, but the addition of any other
edge does give a 2PzU P2. Hence, l/(a) is the oniy other possible graph in SAT(n,2P2U P2), but
tr
El(N(4))l > 10. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.

6.3. Proof of Theorem 9.

k:7.

Clearly, K6UKn-6 € SAT(n, hU2P2). Assume G €
isolated
edge to G results in a P3U2P2, G has at most 2
SAT(n,, hU2P2). Since adding an
nontrivial components. First consider the case when -I[ and H2 are the nontrivial components with
l/y'rl > lU2l. Any edge added between.[/r and f12 results in a PsU2P2, and so lfIll + lHd>-7.
If lI1 contains a P3, then there is no 2P2 rn H2 and lIfu > 4. It lH2l ) 3, this implies that IIz is
a tree, in fact a star, which contradicts Lemma 4. Thus, Hz : Kz, and 11111 ) 5 and contains a
cycle. Any connected graph containing a cycle with at least 5 vertices will have a copy of P3U P2,
a contradiction. Thus, we can assume that G has only one nontrivial componenl H with lIIl > 6.
Clearly, if lIIl : 6, then H : Ka. Thus, we can assume that lHl ) 7 and contains a cycle (by
Lemma 4). Let C be a longest cycle in lI. Recall by Lemma 2,that any vertex of H of. degree 2
will be on a triangle (have an edge it its neighborhood). Also, two vertices u,u e H - C of degree 1
cannot be adjacent to the same vertex w e C. ifthis did occur, then the addition of an edge rw for
some ?, / H, wotid result in a copy of P3 U 2P2. However, one of uw or uw could play the role of
Tu) ) a contradiction. If lC I >_ 4, then it is a straightforward case analysis to verify that H contains a
PyU2P2. Thus, we can assume that the longest cycle in II is a triangle. If fl contains only 1 cycle
C, then H - E(C) is a forest, but it easily seen that this cannot occur with the previous observation
on vertices of degree 1 and 2. Hence, there is another triangle C' of order 3 tn H. Independent of
whether C or C' are vertex disjoint or share only one vertex, it is a straightforward case analysis
to show that H will contain a P3U 2P2. Thts contradiction completes the proof of the case k:1.
We now consider the k : 2 case. It is straightforward to check that Ka U N U Rn-n e
SAT(n,2PsU2P2). Let G e SAT(n,2PsU2P2), ard we will show that lE(G)l ) 12. Assume not.
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the components with at least 2 vertices. Recall that each
vertex of H of. degree 2 must be on atriangle by Lemma 2. It is also easily seen that no 2 vertices

Pnoor'. Consider the

case
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of degree I in H can be adjacent to the same vertex by the same argument used in Lemma 2. The
graph 11 cannot have 4 nontrivial components, since the addition of an isolated edge e results in a
2PBU2P2, and an edge from one of the four components could replace the isolated edge e.
Assume H : Hru H2u f/3 with lIIrl > lHrlZ lHrl > 2. Clearly, Illrl+ lHd+ lIIrl > 10, since
the addition of any edge in 11 results in a2P3U2P2. If lHrl : 2, then lHrl >_ 3, since 2 of the
the three components cannot be isolated edges, and lIlrl +lHd > B. If lIlrl > 5, then Ift contains
Psl P2, a contradiction, since this implies 11 contains 2PBU 2P2. Thus, lHrl : lHrl:4, and so
Ht: Hz: K4, and lE(/{)l> 12. If lIIrl :3, then lH^> 3 and lllrl > 4, which again gives a
contradiction, since 11 would contain 2PaU2P2.
Next, consider the case when H : Ht U H2 with lflrl > lflrl > 2. It lH2l ) 5, then each of
l[ and f12 would contain P3U P2, a contradiction. If lHrl:4, then Hz: Kd, and lfftl ] 6, so
lE(H)l>12,sinceeachof lI1 and H2hasatleast6edges. ItlH2l:3,then H1t-t(n-lILl -S)lf,
must be PsU2P2-saturated. This implies that Ilr has at least 15 edges, a contradiction. So, we can
assume that lH2l: 2, and lllrl > B. If lf/ll ) 11, then -EI1 has at least 11 edges, since it is not a
tree. If lllrl : 10, and does not have at least 11 edges, then l[ has precisely one cycle C such that
Hl- E(C) is a forest of independent edges each containing a vertex of C. If ICI > 6, then it is
impossible to avoid II1 having vertices of degree 2 not on a triangle. If l0l : 5, then l[ must have
5 independent edges attached to the vertices of C and Ilr contains a2P3U P2. If lcl < 4, then it is
impossible to avoid .tft satisfying one of the conditions forbidden on vertices of degree 1 or 2, since
each vertex of degree 2 rn H1- C must be on a triangle, and no 2 vertices of degree 1 can have a
common adjacency.

IflIlrl :Sorgwithl4(Hr)l :lIIrl orlIIll *l,thenLemma5impliesthatHl:Gz,Gs

or H1C ,A/(4). However, in each of these cases it is easily checked that none of the graphs G2 U
Kz,Gsl) Kz,li(4) U K2 are 2hU 2P2-saturated. This leaves only the case when lHrl: B and
lE(H)l:10. If ICI > 5, then a straightforward case analysis using the restrictions on vertcies of
degree 1 and 2 will result in verifying that Ifi contains a 2PsU P2. The same is true when lCl: l,
except when.El: N(4). However, it is easily verified that I/(4) 0 K2isnot2PsU2P2-sattrated.
In the case when lCl : 3, IIr will contain 3 edge disjoint triangles. In very case l[ will contain a
2PzU P2, except when the 3 triangles share a vertex and there is an independent edge attached to
this shared vertex, This graph H is 2P3 U &-saturated, but H U K2 is not 2Pz0 2Pz-:saturated.
This leaves the case of just one nontrivial component H. Clearly, then lIll ) 10, since 2PyU2P2
has 10 vertices. If lfil ) 12, then II has at least 12 edges, since it is not a tree by Lemma 4. If
lflr | : 11, and does not have at least 12 edges, then f! has precisely one cycle C such that H - E(C)
is a forest of independent edges each containing a vertex of C. If lCl > 6, then some vertex of. C
will remain degree 2 and not on a triangle, a contradiction. If lC] < 5, then the forest H - E(C)
will not be an independent set of edges, a contradiction. If lHl:10 and lE(H)l:10, then -EI has
precisely one cycle. This will result in a contradiction just as in the case of lHl:11, except when
lCl : S. In this case, the restrictions on vertices of degree 1 and 2 require that // has 5 independent
edges attached to the cycle C of length 5. Thus II c ,nrr(s) and is not 2P3 U 2&-saturated.
The remaining case is when lIll : 10 and lE(H)l: 11. If lfll > 7, then all such graphs will
have a vertex of degree 2 not on a triangle for any configuration of the additional 4 edges and 3
vertices. If ICI : 6, then there wiil either be a vertex of degree 2 in C not on a triangle, or there
will be 4 independent edges attached to C giving a2PyU2P2. If l0l -_5, then to avoid a vertex
of degree 2 not on a triangle, there will be a 2 chord in C and 5 independent edges attached to C.
This graph Iy' is not 2PBU2P2 saturated, since any of the chords in C can be added without forming
a2PyU2Py In the case lCl: 4, it is impossible to avoid the conditions on vertices of degree 1 and
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Pnoor'. (a) and (c) The

case

k

:

1 was proved

in Theorem 8, and the

case

k

:

2 was proved

in Theorem 9.
(b) and (d) The case k : 3 is a result of Theorem 10. Clearly, kK3u Kn-s1 € SAT(rz , PsUkP2).
Let G e SAT(n, hUkP2) with lE(G)l < 3k, and we will show that this leads to a contradiction. Let
CtCz,... ,C, be the components of G with at least 2 vertices, and let 11 be the grapbs spanned
by these components. if 11 is a complete graph, then lIll > 2k + 2 and' IE(H) > (':) > 3k, a
contradiction. If II is not a complete graph, the lfll > 2k + 3. The addition of any edge in G - H
results in a P3 U kP2, and so there must be a P3 € -81. First consider the case when one of the
components) say Ct : Kz. Consider the graph G' : G - C1, which does not contain kP2, but
the addition of any edge in G' will result in a Ps U kP2 in G and so a kPz e Gt. Hence G' is
kP2-saturated, and so by Theorem 2 lE(G')l > 3(k - 1). Thus, we can assume that C.;* Kr.
Consider the case when there is a vertex r e H in which d(r) :1. The graph G +yz, where
ry e E(G) and z / H, contains a copy of Ps U kP2. The edge rg must be in the copy of PsU kP2,

forotherwisergcouldreplaceyz.Thisimpliesthat(k+l)P2€I{. SincelIll >2k+S,thereisa

vertex in -EI not in (k + 1)P2 which has an adjacency in (k + 1)P2, which implies that P3 UkP2 e H,
a contradiction. Hence, we can assume the d(I/) ) 2. Consider a vertex r € lI with d(r) :2. Let

yandzbetheneighborsof z. ByLemma2,yze.,[L Theclaimisthatbothyandzhave degree
at least 3. Assume not; let d(A) : 2, and assume zw € H. The addition of the edge rw results
in a P3 U kP2 e H. A straightforward case analysis shows that the edge zw can be replaced by
appropriate edges in the triangle with vertices {*,A,r}, resulting in a (k +l)Pz. However, it has
already been shown that this gives a PBUkP2 €.81. Thus, both y and z must have degree at least
3. Thus, the vertices of degree 2 in H form an independent set.
Consider the case where for s ) 2 there are s independent vertices {*r,*r,"' ,rr} in I1 of
degree2andvertices {Ar,yr,..-,yt} suchthatforeachzfor(1 <i< s),thevertices {*6An,Ao*r}
form a triangle, where the indices are taken modulo s. For a vertex z e G - -Ef, the addition of
an edge z!1 results in a P3 UkP2. If. rgy is in the PzUkPz, then this implies (k+t)P2 e H,
which gives a contradiction. If. rg2 / Ps U kP2, then n1!2 can replace zyy which implies there
is a P3 U kP2 in H. This argument can be repeated to imply that rayiay e P3 U kP2 for each i.
Hence (k+1)P2 e 11, which yields a contradiction. This implies that the number of vertices inthe

t vertices of degree 2 must exceed f.
The vertices of 11 that are adjacent to a vertex of degree 2 in H can be partitioned into

connected neighborhood of

sets

of vertices that are each obtained from a collection of some I ) 1 vertices of degree 2 along with
the I * 1 neighbors of these vertices that form a connected graph. In such a set with I vertices of
degree 2, there will be a total of 2t -l1 vertices, and the sum of the degrees of these vertices will
be at least 6t + 2. This follows from the observation that rf t : 1, then two of the three vertices
must have degree at least 3, and each additional vertex of degree 2 that is added to the set bring
2 new vertices and an sum of degrees of 6. This implies that the average degree in -Fl is at least
B/3, which occurs in the case of a triangle with 2 vertices of degree precisely 3. Since llll > 2k+3,
tr
lE(G)l > S(2k + 3) 16 > 3k if k > 72. This completes the proof of Theorem 11.

6.6. Proof of Theorem 12.
Pnoor'. It is easily verified that the graph 3Kryu ((n - tZ) lZ)Kz e SAT(n, P4U h) for n even
and Ks t-) 2K$ u ((" - 11) l2)K, e sAT(n, P4U h) for n odd.
Let G € SAT(n, P4 U &). The graph G can contain at most one isolated vertex. Let
Ht,Hz,...H" be the components of G with at least 3 vertices. If s ) 2, then none of these
components can contain a Pa, since then P4U Pz e G. Thus, the only possibilities for each of
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theHi (1 <, ( s) are Ks$ K1,,-for, > 3. Thus, if s ) 4, thenGwould containatleast
72+(n-16)12 > (rr*8)/2 edges. Hence, we can assume that s ( 3. Also, if s:3 and andt) 4

SATURATED

for at least one of the star components, then G has at least (n-LZ)12+ 10 > (n*7)12 edges. Thus,
we can assume that if s : 3. then each of the components is either Ks of. K1,s. It is short case
analysis to verify the the minimal number of edges occurs when the components are 3K1,3 when n
is even and Ks l2K$ when n is odd.
Consider the case when s : 2. It is easily seen that an edge can be added between two
components that are either Ks or K1,1 without getting a PaU P3. Thus, we are left with the case
s : 1, If the component 1{ is complete, then it must have at least 5 vertices, and this implies
that G has at least 10+ L(" -5)12) > (n- 14)/2 edges. Thus, we can assume that Hl is not
complete, and so lIlrl > 7.7f Hr is not a tree, and so has at least lI[l edges, then G has at least
(n - 7) lZ * 7 : (n + 7) edges. Thus, we can assume that Hl is a tree. If the component has at least
9 vertices, then G would have at least [(n -g)12) +B > (n+6+a)12 edges. Thus, we can assume
that Hl is a tree with either 7 or 8 edges. AIso the tree cannot have any vertex of degree 2 by
Lemma 2. It is straightforward to check that no such trees are in SAT(n, P4U h). This completes
tr
the proof of Theorem 12.

6.7. Proof of Theorem 13.
PRoor'.Wefirstconsiderthecaseof sat(n,P4UP2). Clearly KsUKn-5e SAT(n,P4UP2),
and so sat(ra, P4U P2) < 10. Let G e SAT(n , P4U P2). Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the
components with at least 1 edge. Since the addition of any edge between 2 isolated vertices resuits
tn a PaU P2, H consists of just 1 component that must contain a Pa. If 11 is a complete graph,

thenllll )5,andsolE(G)l >l0.Thus,wecanassumethatH isnotcompleteandllll :h)6.
Recall that each vertex of degree 2 in
are no vertices of degree L in H.

H must be on a triangle by Lemma 2, and also clearl5r

there

SincellcannotbeatreebyLemma 4,letC bethelargestcyclein H.It lcl >5,thenclearly
fI contains a Pa) Pz. Assume that lcl:4.Any vertex in H - C must have all of its adjacencies
in C, for otherwise P+l-) Pz e H. To avoid a longer cycle and vertices of degree 1, each vertex
of. H - C is adjacent to the same pair of vertices that are nonadjacent on C. This implies that
H :RzlRn-z or K2-l Kn-2. However, in neither of these cases is G a (PaU P2)-saturated graph,
since the addition of an edge between an isolated vertex of G and a vertex of the Kz does not result
in a PdU P2. Hence) we can assume that lCl : 3. Since 11 has no vertices of degree 1, H - E(C)
must contain at least 1 triangle. However vertex disjoint triangles results in a Pa U Pz, so we can
assume that all triangles share a vertex. There must be at least 3 such triangles, since llll ) 6, and
so clearly PaU Pz e H.
We now consider the case of sat(n, PsU P2). Clearly K6U K*-6 e SAT(n, Pyt-t P2), and so
sat(n, P4tlP2) < 15. As in the case of Pal-)P2, we define G, H andC, and we can assume that
II is not complete and lf/l > 7.If lCl > 6, then clearly PsU Pz € G. Assume that lCl :5. Each
vertex of. H - C must have its adjacencies in C to avoid a P5l) P2, and this number is precisely
2 to avoid a large cycle. It is easily checked that any arrangement of a pair of vertices in H - C
with 2 adjacencies in C results in a Psl-) P2. Hence, we assume that lCl :4. If there is an edge
uu € H - C, then to avoid a Ps U P2, a longer cycle, and no vertex of degree 1, each of the vertices
u and ,u must be adjacent to the same vertex of. w e C. This results in a triangle that shares a
vertex with C. It is easily checked that using the edges from any vertex of H - (C tl {u, u}) with an

adjacencyinCu {u,u} willresultinaP5UPz. If lCl:+, thenarepeatof theargumentusedin
the PaU P2 case can be used to complete this case. When lCl : 3, then just as in the PaU P2 case,
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11 will contain at least 3 edge disjoint triangles.
a P5 U Pz. This completes the proof of Theorem

It is easily checked that such a graph will

13.

contain

I

6.8. Proof of Theorern 14.
Pnoor'. It is already known and easily verified that \P2 € SAT(n, Pa) for n even and 1{s +
T p, € SAT(n, Pa) for n odd. If G e SAT(n, P4) has an isolated vertex, then all of the remaining
components of G would have to have at least 3 vertices, and so G would have at least 2(n -1)13

edges. This implies the previously defined graphs are minimal and this takes care of the case k : 1.
Consider the case k:2. It is straightforr,vard to verify that ,n/+ and also 1{, is 2Pa-saturated.
Also AIa + ,# p, € SAT(n, 2Pa) and Ni + ry P2 e SAT(n, 2Pl for rz even and odd respectively.
Assume G e SAT(n,2Pn).Let H bethe component of Gthatcontalns aPa. Eachvertex of G-H
will have degree at least 1, and in fact nearly all must have degree precisely 1. If H is complete,
then lfll ) 6, which would imply that lE(G)l > 15 + (, - 6) 12 : (n + 2\ 12. Thus, we can assume
that fI is not complete, and so lHl > B, since the addition of any edge in 11 will result ir a 2Pa.

Hence H is 2Pa-saturated, and G - 1{ is Pa-saturated. Thus, G - H wili be the disjoint union
of independent edges if lG - fll is even, and the disjoint union of a K3 and independent edges if
*
lG Hl is odd. Lemma 3 implies that Il is not a tree, and so lE(H)l > lHl. Also, Lemma 2 implies
that any vertex of degree 2 must be on a triangle.
We will first consider the case when n is even. If lIll : m ) 72, then lE(G)l > *-t (n - m) 12 >
(n+72) 12, thus we can assume that 8 < lHl < 12. N{ore specifically, if l1ll : 11, then IE(G) > 11+
3+(n-]a)12> (n+\2)12.It l11l : 10 and IE(H)L > 11, then lE(G)l > 11+(n-la)12> (n+12)12.
Therefore, if l11l : 10, then lE(H)l : 10. However, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 imply that 11 is not
2Pa-saturated. If lHl:9 and lE(H)l > 9. then lE(G)l > 9+3+ (n-12)12: (n+12)12. Therefore,
we can assume that l11l : 3.
ItlHl:8 and lE(H)l > 10, then lE(G)l > 10 a(r-B)12: (n+12)12. Therefore, we can

assumethatllll :BandlE(H)l -8org.Lemma6andLemmaTimplythatlE(H)l :gandthat

the longest cycle C in 11 is a C5. Assume that lcl : 5. If C has no chords, then -EI will contain
a vertex of degree 2 not on a triangle, which contradicts Lemma 2. If C contains a chord, then 2
of the remaining vertices in H - C must be adjacent to the 2 vertices of degree 2 tn C not on a
triangle. Any possibility for the adjacency of the remaining vertex of H - C will result in a 2Pa,
a vertex of degree 2 not on a triangle, or 2 vertices of degree 1 adjacent to the same vertex. Thus,
.I1 is not 2Pa-saturated. If lCl:4 and there is a chord e of C in II, then 11 - {E(C) Ue} is a
forest. To avoid a vertex of degree 2 not on a triangie and 2 vertices of degree 1 adjacent to the
same vertex, the remaining vertices of H - C must be adjacent to distinct vertices of C, giving a
2Pa. Thus, Il is not 2Pa-saturated. If lCl: l, and there is no chord in C, then a vertex in II-C is
adjacent to 2 nonconsecutive vertices of C formin1 a Kz,s. Each of the 3 vertices of degree 2 ln the
Kz,s will be incident to a pendant edge. It is easily checked that this graph 11 is not 2&-saturated.
If lCl :3, then ll contains either 2 vertex disjoint triangles fi and 72 connected by an edge, or the
triangles share a vertex. In the case of vertex disjoint triangles, any choice of the remaining 2 edges
will result in a 2Pa, a pair of vertices of degree 1 with a common adjacency, or 2 edges incident to
distinct vertices of say fi, with 1 of the these vertices incident to the edge between fi and T2 It
is easily checked that this last graph is not 2Pa-saturated. In the case of triangles sharing a vertex,
any choice of the remaining 3 edges will result in a 2Pa, a pair of vertices of degree 1 with a common
adjacency, or the 3 independent edges incident to the shared vertex ofQ and 72, and an additional
vertex of each of the triangles. It is easily checked that this last graph is not 2Pa-saturated.

SATURATED
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We now consider the case when n is odd. If l11l : rrl ) 13, then lE(G)l > m + (, - *)12 >
(n+13) 12. Thus, we can assume that 8 < lHl < 72. If lIll : 12, then lE(G)l > 12+3+ (n-15)12 >
(n+13)12. If lIIl : 11 and lE(H)l ) 12, then lE(G)l> 12+(n-Lt)12> (n+13)12. Therefore, if
lHl:11, then lE(H)l: 11. However, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 imply that I1 is not 2Pa-saturated.
If lIll : 10 and lE(H)l > 10, then lE(G)l > 10+3+ (n-13)lz: (n*13)12. Next consider the case
when lIll :8. If lE(H)l ) e, then lE(G)l > e+3+ (n -tl)12: (n*13)12. nlE(H)l : B, then
Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 imply that H is not 2Pa-saturated. The only case remaining is lIIl : 9.
This case is a complete parallel to the case llll : 8 when n is even. This completes he proof of
Theorem 14.

7. QUESTTONS
There were a number of open questions and conjectures listed throughout the paper. The
following is the overall summary question.
Quns:rroN l. General Saturati,on Number Question Fort) 2 and p: PnrUParU--- ,l)Pp,
a l'inear forest wi,thkl> k2> -.. ) lct, what i,s sat(n, F) and eramples of graphs zn SAT(n,F).

be

An example of a particular objective is the following conjecture.
CoN"lpcr:uRE 12. Saturati,on Numbers for tPa
(a) Forn suffici,ently large andk ) 3, sat(n, tPk):"- lft) +3(, - 1).
(b) For n suffici,ently larse ((, - 1)1r," + lT!P%.1Tr-r,s) e SAT(n, tP6).
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